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We establish a duality principle for arrangements of pseudolines in the projective plane, and 
thereby prove the conjecture of Burr, Griinbaum, and Sloane that the solution T(p) of the 
“orchard problem” for pseudoline arrangements and the solution r(p) of the dual problem xe 
equa1. 
In [ 1, §§4-51 the authors define two numbers, t”(p) and t”(p), associated in a dual 
manner with arrangements of pseudolines in the projective plane P2, and prove 
certain inequalities concerning them. They then remark (p. 421): “Since no 
‘dluality theory’ is known for arrangements o! pseudolines we can not assert that 
f(p) = t”(p) for all p, as we can concerning the analogous situation involving 
arrangements of liines. We do conjecture, however, that t”(p) = t”(p) does hold for 
all p.” The- purpose of this paper is to exhibit such a duality theory. The 
conjecture that t”(p) = t’(p) then follows as an immediate corollary. 
The technique used to establish the duality theory is a modification of the one 
which we have used recently, in several papers with R. Pollack [2,3,4], to classify 
ordered configurations of points and arrailgements of lines and pseudolines, and 
to prove the conjecture of B. Griinbaum that every arrangement of eight 
pseudolines in P2 is stretchable. The details of this method are discussed in those 
other papers; however we have attempted to describe enough of the method here 
to make the present paper independent of [2,3,4]. 
Recall that an arrangement of pseudolines in P2 is a set & = {L,, . . . , LN} of 
simple closed curves such that any two meet just once, and cross there. If an 
arrangement & produces a cell complex isomorphic to one produced by an 
arrangement of straight lines, we say ~2 is stretchable; it follows from the 
Schoenflies theorem that this stretching may actually be rea:,zed by a 
homeomorphism of P2 to itself. Not every arrangement is srretchable; in particu- 
lar there are arrangements of 9 pseudolines, even simple ones (no triple points), 
which are not (see [6] for a thorough discussion), though every arrangement of 
~8 pjeudolines is [4]. The Levi enlargement lemma is an indispensable tool in 
working with pseudoline arrangements; it says that if {L,, . . . , LN) is an arrange- 
ment of pseudolines and if P, Q do not both lie on any Li, then there is an 
arrangement {L,, LI, . . . , I+,} with P, Q E L,,. (For a proof, see [4. Theorem 3,.4].) 
The numbers t’<p) and f(p) are defined as follows: The “orchard problem” asks 
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how p points can be arranged in the plane so that there are as many lines as 
possible with precisely three of them on each. This maximum is referred to in [l] 
as r(p), and various bounds are determined for it. If the problem is dualized to 
that of finding an arrangement of p lines maximizing the number of triple points 
among their intersections, it is clear by projective duality that the maximum is the 
same number t(p). For pseudoline arrangements, however, this is not automati- 
cally true. Hence the bounds obtained in [l] for t(p), which is defined as the 
maximum number of triple points in an arrangement of p pseudolines, do not 
automatically hold for f(p), defined (dually) as the maximum number of 
pseudolines in an arrangement, each passing through three of a set of p points. 
The Burr-Griinbaum-Sloane conjecture that t”(p) nevertheless does equal i(p) is 
established in Corollary 1 of Theorem 2, which is the duality theorem. In 
Corollary 2 we present another result which follows immediately from the duality 
theorem, the dual of the Kelly-Rottenberg theorem [S] which gives a lower bound 
on the number of simple points in an arrangement oi’ pseudolines. 
Definition 1. Suppose we are given an arrangement of pseudolines & = 
K ,, . . . , LN, L,} in P2 and a configuration % = {Pi, . . . , Pn) of points, such that 
each pair of points has a pseudoline other than I-~ 7 through it and each pseudoline 
other tharr L, has at least two points on it. We assume also that L, does not pass 
through the point of intersection of any two pseudolines among L1, . . . , LN. Let 
f : P2 --P P2 be a homeomorphism such that f(L,) is ;I line LO:. In the complement 
of is,. which we may identify with E2, take a circle r large enough to contain all 
the intersection points of the images L,, . . . , EN of C,, . . . , LN. By modifying the 
*‘external” segments of each &, if necessary, we may insure that each Li crosses r 
at only two points. Let us associate to each such point 0 the ordered k-tuple 
consisting of the indices of all points P,,, . . . , c, which lie on ti, written in the 
order they occur on Li as we move along Li toward Q. (See Fig. 1; here Pi = f(Pj )*) 
32 452 
254 23 
Fig. 1. 
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Then, as we travel around r, we obtain a periodic sequence consisting of all these 
k-tuples, taken in order, which we will refer to as a sequence A?(& %) associated 
to the pair (s& %). Each k-tuple i1 l l 1 ik of indices will be called a term of 
Ms8, Q. 
Remark 1. It is not hard to see that any other choice of homeomorphism f or of 
orientation of r will produce no more of a change in the periodic sequence 
A(& %) than a reversal of it, so that JIc(sQ, %) is unique up to order. We will not 
need this fact, however. 
Notation. If T = i1 . l l ik is a term of A(& %‘), we will write F= ik l l l il (this is 
the term occurring a half-period later); we will say that the ordered pair iii,,, 
occurs in T if ij and im both appear in ‘I’., with ij preceding i,.,,. if il, jl, . . . , 4, is E 
[l, ~21, (i&4 l l l < i&) will mean that the ordered pairs i&, . . . , iSjS come from 
terms T1, . . . . T, (not necessarily distinct), which occur in that order, but before 
the first appearance cf T1 following T1. For example, for the sequence Ju (d, % ) 
coming from Fig. 1, we have 
(53-C 43-C 14-C 1% 45). 
(Notice that several successive pairs may co;ne from the samze term.) 
Proposition 1. The sequence Ju(& Se) satisfies the following three conditions: 
(a) A(&, % ) is periodic, with every ordered pair ij occurring once in each period ; 
(b) (i&d * * l 4 Us) 3 (iA< l 9 l 4 iSiS); 
(c) (ii< jk) 3 (ii< ik $5). 
Proof. (a) is clear, and (b) follows from the fact that if terms T1, . . . , ?‘% (not 
necessarily distinct) occur in that order in Ju(s&, %), then so do T1, . . . , Ts; this, in 
turn, is immediate from the fact that any two pseudolines of G! cross precisely 
once insidc r. One way to see (c) is to focus our attention on the points i, j, k, and 
on the pseudoline of SQ containing them, and to use the fact that any 
arrangement of ~3 pseudolines is stretchable; (c) clearly holds for the line(s) 
joining 3 points (see Fig.. 2). 
jk 
Fig. 2. 
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Let us now recall from [3] the notion of an aflowaBie sequeslce of perntutations 
of U....,n), or simply an n-sequence: This is a periodic sequence 
. , . ,Il,, 422,. . . , rl,, II,, . . . of permutations of [1, ~1, in which the move from 
each permutation to the next consists of the reversal of a substring of numbers,’ 
which satisfies the condition that if such a move results in a pair i, j of numbers 
being switched, then i and i do not switch back until every other pair has also 
switched, An example is 
III which the mode from each permutation to the next has been indicated by 
writing the substrLlg being reversed in that move. Notice that our condition on 
the moves forces each period to split up into two half-periods, identical except 
that in the second each permutation and each move of the first are reversed: every 
pair (& i) switches once in a half-period. 
If. for uny sequence . . . , Ml, M2,. . . in which each term Mj is a permrtation of 
a subset of [ 1, n], we write (iJ, x l l l (. iJ,) to mean-as above-that the ordered 
pairs i,j,, . . . , i& come from (not necessarily distinct) terms M,,, . . . , Mr, which 
occur, in that order, with the pair gi, coming before the first term following M,, in 
which the pair j,i, occurs, then we have 
Theorem 1. A sequence A = . . . , Ml, M2, . . . of permutatiom of subsets of 11, n] is 
the sequence of moves of an allowable n-sequence if and mly if it satisfies: 
(a) .M is peritidic, and every ordered pair ij with 1s i # j s n, occurs in precisely 
one term irf each period; 
(b) (i,j, l < l l l 4 iFjS) 3 (j*i,c l l - <j&); 
(c) Cijc jk) :$ (ij4 ik r: jk). 
Proof. That (a) and (b) hold for an allowable sequence S follows from the 
definition, and from our comment about half-periods. (c) is seen as follows: 
Suppose, tirst, that the switches ij and jk: occur in different moves, say Ml and M2 
respectively. if [I is the permutation in s immediately following MI, I7 must have 
the form l l ji l l l . Then since it is cle:ir that the switch jk takes place before ji 
does, If nb;lst look like - l l ii l l l k l 9 - , .caither than l l l k l l ji l l l , so that on or 
before the move M2, the switch ik must occur. On the other hand, if the switches 
ii and jk take place on the same move M, then-since M is just the reversal of a 
string-ik must also take place at the same time. 
“As dr”lned in [3), we can 
gcncralit is not .,eeded here. 
allow seved disjoint substrings to reverse simultaneously, but this 
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For the converse, let us first notice that 
(d) (jk < ij) 3 (jk < ik < ij) 
follows from (b) and (c), namely 
(jk-cij)+ (kj<ji)=$(kjc ki<ji)+(jk-c ik-c ij). 
Now suppose we wish to construct the permutation immediately preceding a move 
Mi. Consider any switch ij coming from Mi, and let M,, . . . , MN he all thrc 
successive moves before the switch ji takes place next. (By (a) and (b), N is 
independent of the choice of switch ij in M,; we can therefore say that 
M1, . l . , MN constitute a well-defined half-period.) Whenever a pair ij belongs to 
one of Ml,.. . , MN, let us write i 4 j. Then 4 is a relation on [I, n] which is 
transitive by (c) and (d), anti-symmetric by (b), and a tofu1 ordering by (a). Let 1’1 
consist of the numbers 1, . . . , n, written in the order induced by < . It is sufficient 
to show two things: (1) the move Ml reverses a substring of II, and (2) the 
permutation obtained by applying the move Ml to II is compatible with the rreul 
total ordering of [ 1, n] induced by the moves M2, . . . , MN+., ; for then the process 
can be repeated indefinitely to yield the desired allowable sequence. 
(l)Suppose~hastheform*..i*.~j~*.k**~,whereikcomesfromM,,but 
one of ij and jk does not. Then neither does the other, since if i, j, k all appear in 
M,, then every pair of them, or its reverse, must come from Ml. Hence ij and jk 
come from one or two moves among M2,. . . , MN, and therefore either ik or ki 
also comes from one of M2, . . . , MN, by (c) and (d), but this is impossible. 
(2) This is immediate, since applying M, to II reverses all the pairs ij coming 
from M,, and these are precisely all thi;t relations i < j that get switched to jd i 
when {MI,. . . , MN} is replaced by {M2, . . . , MN+ ,}. 
Here is an example of this process: Notice that the periodic sequence of 
‘ ‘moves” 
. . . , 234,14,25,135,45,12,432,41,52,531,54,21,234, . . . 
satisfies conditions (a), (b), and (c) above. To get the permutation 17 preceding the 
move 135, for example, look at the order relation < defined by the set of pairs 
coming from the half-period 135,45,12,432,41,52. These are 
14 3, 14 5,3< 5,4< 5, l< 2,4< 3,4< 2,3< 2,4< 1,5-K 2; 
the result is 41. l< 34 54 2, so n is 41352. Applying the nave 135 to \I. we get 
45312, and the process can then be repeated. The result is the allowable sequence 
(1) above. 
Remark 2. It is implicit in the proof of Theorem 1 that an allowable sequence is 
uniquely determined by its sequence of moves. It is even true that an allowable 
sequence is determined by its sequence of mordered moves, in a sense defined iin 
[3]. (For the proof, see [3, Theorem 1.41.) The uniqueness will not be needed 
here. 
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Theorem 2 (Duality theorem for pseudnline arrangements in P2). If, in P2, & is 
an arrclngement of pseudolines and % a configuration of points, and if I is the set of 
all true statements of the form P (E Ce) is incident to L (E &), theR there is a 
configurafgon & of points and an arrangement @ of pseudolines, such that the set of 
all incidences hoZding between members of @ and members of d is the dual f of I. 
Proof. If L E 94 has fewer than two points of % incident to it,. delete it from d-it 
plays no significant role. We mzy therefore assume that every member of & has at 
least two points of % on it. The Levi enlatgement lemma now allows us to adjoin 
new pseudolines, one through each pair of points of % not previously joined, plus 
an extra yseudoline L,, to obtain a pair (9Q’, (e) meeting the conditions of 
Definition I ; let &(Se’, se) be the associated sequence. By Proposition 1, 
d(94’, ‘6) satisfies conditions (a), (b), and (c), hence-by Theorem l-there is an 
allowab’ sequence of permutations S having .&QQ’, %) as its sequence of moves. 
The numbers 1, . . . , n in the sequence correspond to the points of %. We now 
proceed to realise S by pseudolines in a different way: 
L:‘ 17 l, . . . , I&, be the permutations of S in some half-period and Mi (1~ i s 
Iv) the move following Hi. We construct a “wiring diagram”, begining with 
horizontal “wires” labelled 1, . . . , n, in the order in which they appear in II,, 
reading from bottom to top. To apply MI, we simultaneously cross all the wires 
corresponding to the substring of II, appearing in MI. This yields (again reading 
from bottom to top) I12. Etc. After all the moves Ml, . . . , M,,, have been applied 
the original permutation is reversed, and we stop. (See Fig. 3, in which this 
process has been applied to the 5-sequence (1) in the half-period starting with the 
permutation 12345.) We can now extend both ends of each pse ldoline in an 
appropriate direction, to geL an arrangement g in P2, as shown in Fig,. 3. Each 
pseudoline of 9 corresponds to a point VBf %: and each crossing in @ to a move in 
our chosen half-period of S, hence to a pseudoaine of Se’. Let d be the subset of 
the points at which these crossings occur corresponding to the pseudolines 
ly in .G@. Then it is clear that the sncidence set % of 4 and d is dual to K. 
e 1. Fig. 4 shows the various steps that take us from a pair (~62, %) to a 
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(cl (d) 
..I 123456 456 12365436 126354 263 
1623543 162534166125343 
615234s6512341234654321... 
6’ 
5’ 
4- 
3- 
2/ 
I-- 
(e) 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
Fig. 3. 
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dual pair (~3, @): 
(a) Original pair (SQ, %) = <iA, . . . , F), (1, . . . ,6)). 
(b) Remove superfluous pseudolines. 
(c) Insert extra pseudolines so that each pair of points is joined, choose a 
“pseudoline at infinity”, straighten it, and draw a circle containing all crossings. 
(d) Read off the sequence of moves, and determine the: corresponding allowa- 
ble sequence. 
(e) Realize it by a “wiring diagram”. 
(f) Remove points corresponding to the extra pseudolines, and insert points 
corresponding to the superfluous pseudolines originally removed; the result is the 
dual pair (&,‘&=((A,. . . ,F), (1,. ..,6}). 
Remark 3, It follows from Theorem 2 that any true propositio? of each of the 
following types remains trile when dualized: (P) there exists an arrangement of N 
pseudolines and n points for which incidences (at least) I hold and incidences (at 
least) 1’ fail to ho d; (Q) there exists no arrangement of N pseudolines and n 
points for which incidences (at least) I hold and incidences (at least) I’ fail to hold. 
P =$ a is immediate from Theorem 2. To see that 0 =$ 0, just take the con- 
trapositivc of P 3 p, and note that r”== I and r”l = I’. 
The following is now immediate: 
Cc#ouary 1 (Burr-Criinbaum-Sloane conjecture). rf i(p) is the largest nurzzber of 
points possible wiih precisely three pseudolines through each in an arrangement of p 
pseudolineq+ whik I’(p) is the largest number of pseudolines possible in an arrange- 
ment tvhere ach passes through precisely three of a set of p points, then t”(p) = t”(p). 
We give another example of a result which follows at once from Theorem 2. 
Recall that the IKelly-Rottenberg theorem [8] says that any arrangement of n 
pseudolines has at least 3n/7 points where precisely two pseudolines meet. This 
generalizes the Kelly-Moser theorem [7] which says the same thing about straight 
line arrangements. The dual of the Kelly-Moser theorem, however, follows 
trivially. by ordi?rary duality in the projective plane, while no dual was previously 
known for the Xelly-Rottenberg theorr:m, to the best of our knowledge. 
Corollary 2 (Dual of Kelly-Rotten&g theorem). In any arrangement of 
pseudolines I:avirtg n vertices, in which each pair is joined by a pseudoline, there are 
at least 3nf7 pseudolines each containkrg only two vertices. 
As for the behavior of stretchable arrangements under duality, we have: 
1prr0pc Gtion 2. I’f a pair Cd, %) is stre;c&able, so is any dual (&& @) constructed by 
the 7:, sce.0 of I%eorem 2. 
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Proof. In [3] a process is described for deriving an allowable sequence from a 
configuration % of points in P2, which is precisely the special case of the process 
described in the proof of Theorem 2 in which the arrangement & is taken to 
consist of all the lines joining the points of %. It is shown in [3, Theorem 1.61 that 
such a sequence can always be “realized by lines”, i.e., that the “wiring diagram” 
arrangement realized in Theorem 2 can be drawn using straight lines instead of 
bent wires. This implies the result. 
Remark 4. It can be shown, using the notion of “local equivalence” of allowable 
sequences discussed in [S], that if the dualiz@process of Theorem 2 is applied 
twice to a pair (J& %), the result is a pair (Se, ‘t ) not only inckience-isomorphic. 
but ezen order-isomorphic to (d9 %); i.e., the cell complexes determined by .ti 
and ~2 are ispmorphic, and the vertices in % correspond under this isomorphism 
to those in @. Furthermore, if (.J& %) and (Se’, W) are isomorphic in this sense, :io 
are any duals (J$ @) and (&,9?‘) constructed by the process of Theorem 2. It 
follows that our dualizing operation gives a well-defined involution on the set of 
isomorphism classes of point- and pseudoline-arrangements which (by Proposition 
2) maps the subset of stretchable classes to itself. 
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